Accommodation in Hangzhou

Lily Hotel – Book at: [http://www.lilyhotelhangzhou.cn/](http://www.lilyhotelhangzhou.cn/)

No.156, Shuguang Road, Hangzhou, 310013 (16 minutes from venue, 1.2km)

Lily Hotel Hangzhou offers 155 warmly decorated rooms, with the following room types: Single Room for one person with en suite or a Standard Room for 2 people with en suite. There is one non-smoking floor. There is a restaurant which provides both Chinese food and western food, and a bar which is licensed. The hotel has a Business Centre, Chess Room, Indoor Swimming Pool and gym.

English is spoken by the majority of staff; if you need travel in the city you can ask the business centre or the reception desk. If you want to book the train tickets or air tickets, you can and you will get help in the business centre.
The following hotels do not have websites for booking, please use the links provided for booking rooms.

**Lingfeng Hotel**

No.140 Yugu Road, Xihu District, Hangzhou 310013, China (10 minutes from venue, 735 meters)

http://hotel.elong.net/hangzhou/31201729/

**Hangzhou Yuquan Hotel – Book at:**

http://www.agoda.com/hangzhou-yuquan-hotel

No.138, Yugu Road, West Lake District – Xixi Wetland Park, Hangzhou, China 310000 (11 minutes from venue, 750 meters)
JI Hotel Huanglong – Book at:


No.41 Zheda Road, West Lake District – Xixi Wetland Park, Hangzhou, China 310013 (11 minutes from venue, 755 meters)

Alternative hotels in Hangzhou, book via www.booking.com